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INSTRUMENT OF THY PEACE\ al beliefs of Christianity as he sets 

by Alan Paton. The Seabury Pres~'. \ forth his philosophy and makes his 
New York, N. Y. 124 pp. $3.50. Re- subsequent value judgments. In a 
viewed by the Rev. Robert R. Da- way this is sad, since this talented 
via, pastor, Hazelwood Presbyterian mind is so definitely limited by its 
Church, Hazelwood, N. C. own finiteness. 

Alan Paton, who is best known for Paton is forced to march to the 
his world famous novels Cry, The sound of his own self built drum, 
Beloved Country and Too Late The and thus can only wish for solu
Phalarope, has in Instrument of Thy tions of problems that are beyond 
Peace ventured into the field of re- his personal strength and reason. 
ligious philosophy. The book holds For instance no hope is held out for 
up the life of St. Francis as "an ex- eternal life, since "heaven is to me 
ample of the way in which we all here." 
may aspire to be ... instruments Life for him may be enjoyable, 
of God's peace." but what of those innocent ones-

The theme and chapter headings those less fortunate that he writes 
of the book are centered around the of who are caught in racial hatred 
well known prayer that some schol- and bitterness, in wars and riotings. 
ars attribute to St. Francis, "Lord, In his philosophy he leaves them 
make me an instrument of thy no hope. 
peace." The book is steeped in St. His goal is "to create that kind 
Francis, with his name being men- of society in which hatred will die 
tioned no less than 75 times on its anyway," but at the same time he 
few pages and his alleged sayings recognizes that "no great society will 
serving as proof texts for the au- ever be built as long as there exist 
thor's theories. gross inequalities of income, oppor-

Alan Paton states that he has writ- tunity, and status." By such state
ten this book "for sinners, for those ments it appears that he is caught 
who with all their hearts wish to be in the hopelessness of an unattain
better, purer, less selfish, more use- able ideal - of wanting the king
ful." lf this be the author's pur- dom of God without the Lordship 
pose, we will do well to see how of Jesus Christ. 
he defines his terms and pinpoints Paton proposes that we march to 
his purpose. the sound of his drum, yet in most 

What for Paton constitutes a sin- cases that drum is slightly out of 
ner? It is best seen in his prayer, rhythm with the truths of God's 
"Take all hate from my heart, 0 Word. Therefore his philosophy 
God." He feels that "the greatest can do little but give a broken ca
offence is to be unloving. If I dence to the army of God. IE 
love, I am a child of God." Being 
a sinner to Paton is having an un-
loving mind, rather than being a 
spiritual condition. 

He subscribes to universal salva
tion saying, "There is no such thing 
as saving souls, unless we save them 
for something. We can not save 
them for God, because they are His 
already." 

A further idea of the theological 
views of Paton is shown by his state
ment, "If a person tried to live a 
good and helpful life, I did not care 
what he believed." Concerning the 
Church he says, "I have no higher 
vision of the Church than as a ser
vant of the world." 

All of this would indicate that 
Paton is not bound by the tradition-
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